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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
A lack of equipment and qualified personnel meant that at the end of 1941
the T-34 model underwent a lot of design changes with the aim of simplifying
the construction process.

B

y January 1942, changes had been made to
the designs of 770 parts, while 1265 parts were
simply removed from the design altogether. In
addition, in spite of tight production times and an
absence of any pilot testing for newly-implemented changes
and new designs, no design flaws were subsequently
encountered whatsoever! By the end of 1942, around
6237 parts were taken out of the design, while the parts
inventory list was reduced by 21%. Among details and parts

to undergo simplification were the driver hatch, onboard
transmission housing, tracks, control equipment dashboard,
shoulder strap configuration and development areas.
In 1943, a further 638 changes were made to the T-34
design, with the aim of decreasing the cost of production.
Furthermore, any changes implemented had to be
approved with the head of the T-34 design department
at factory no. 183, department 520.

Changes to the design and
technological features of
the tank were carried out
according to strictlyregulated procedures.
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Take the set of track links and track links with guide
horns that you assembled in stage 88. Lay them
end to end with the set you assembled in step 2,
alternating them as shown. Fix them together using two DP
screws.

093A
DP

093B

1

Take the 8 track link pieces (093A) and 8 track link
with guide horn pieces (093B) and lay them in a row,
alternating them as shown in the drawing. Join them
in pairs using a DP screw on both ends.

CODE

NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

093A

Track link

8

093B

Track link with guide horn

8

DP

1.5 x 5mm screw

32 + 5*

088A

093A

* includes spare

088B

093A
093A

093B

093B

DP

DP

DP
093B

DP

DP

2

093A

2

Do the same with the remaining
track pieces. Be sure to keep
alternating the track links (093A)
and track links with guide horn (093B).
Secure each pair of tracks with the DM screws.

DP

093B

3
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
During the 1930s, a research facility specifically for tank construction was
built. In charge of the newly-created facility for the People’s Commissariat tank
industry in 1941 were the Federal State Design Institute (8GSPI) and the NII-48
main armoury.

T

he first Soviet tank design institute –
“Spetsmashproekt” – which was founded in Leningrad
in 1933, was referred to by 8GSPI via a code name.
From 1937 onwards, it was called “Gosudarstvenny
Soyuzny Proyektny Institut no. 8” (The Federal State Design
Institute no. 8). The majority of Soviet pre-war tanks and
engine plants were built or modernised by 8GSPI.
Then in 1935, under the auspices of the Central Design
bureau’s standardisation and cooperation initiative,

all standards and norms were devised for instruments,
equipment, stamps, as well as tank parts and features.
As early as July 1941, the institute was evacuated to
Chelyabinsk. During the first year of the war, the institute
ploughed all its efforts into deploying and reinstating
the relocated tanks and motor plants, as well developing
simplified war-time technologies.

In the pre-war years,
8GPSI provided the army
and repair factories with
standardised materials for
repairing the largest T-26
and BT tank models,
as well as engines.
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NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

094A

Main wheel inner

1

094B

Tyre

1

094C

Main wheel trunnion A left

1

In the next stages you will
assemble and fit all the wheels.

* includes spare

094A
094B
094C

094A
094B

1

Fit the tyre (094B) onto the main wheel inner (094A).
Ensure that the tyre fits snuggly and evenly around
the circumference of the disc.

NB Keep the main wheel trunnion (094C) in a safe place
as you will need it for the next stage.

2

3
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In the pre-war years, armour production was separate from tank construction and it
was the focus of the Main Iron and Steel Works branch of the People’s Commissariat
Shipbuilding Industry at the Izhorsky, Mariupol’sky and Kulebaksy factories.

H

istorically, armour was initially produced for
the navy – armoured ships began to appear
in the mid-19th century, while armoured tanks
appeared a lot later. In the second half of the 1930s,
a dedicated armoury – NII-48 – was developed based on
the laboratories of the Izhorsky and Mariupol’sky factories.
The new facility was responsible for developing types of
armoured steel, as well as technology for smelting, rolling
and treating it.

Contrary to popular belief, domestic steel and alloying
agents (at least in 1941) were no more expensive than those
produced by German, American or British counterparts.
On the contrary: Soviet armour had fewer impurities, while
its high plasticity, impact toughness and strength under fire
made the perfect mix from which various alloying agents
and unique thermal technologies could be developed.

During the war years, two
types of armoured steel
were used to produce
medium-sized T-34 tanks.
These were 2P (for the
deck and belly) and 8S (for
the main body and turret).
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095B

095A

095C

LM

CODE

NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

095A

Main wheel outer

1

095B

Main wheel hub

1

095C

Tyre

1

095D

Large washer

1

095E

Small washer

1

LM

2.3 x 4mm screw

2 + 1*

3

Press the main wheel trunnion (094C), from no. 94
into the screw pin next to the rear slot on the right
chassis A (082A). Ensure that the axis is positioned
as shown in the drawing. Place the small washer (095E)
into the main wheel trunnion groove and fix it in place
with an LM screw.

094C
LM

* includes spare

095D

095E

082A
082A

095E

094C

1

Fit the tyre (095C) onto the main wheel outer (095A).
Ensure that the tyre fits snuggly and evenly around
the circumference of the disc.

095E

4

094C

Place the assembled wheel on the main wheel trunnion
(094C). Fit the large washer (095D) onto the centre
of the wheel and fix it in place with an LM screw.

LM
095A

095C

095D

2

Fit the main wheel outer (095A) onto the main wheel
inner (094A) so that the three pins on the internal disc
slot easily into the corresponding grooves.

095D

5
095A

094A

Press the main
wheel hub (095B)
snuggly onto
the main wheel outer
(095A) in order to cover
the screw.

095A

095B

095B

2

3
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Welding (where possible, automated welding) was by far the most cutting-edge
armour manufacturing technology used at the start of the 1930s.

A

utomated electric welding using a fluxing agent was
developed in 1936 in the USA. In 1940, in the USSR,
the technology was reproduced by researchers at the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (USSR) Academy
of Sciences Electric Welding Institute, of which E. O. Paton
was head. However, both the Americans and researchers at
the USSR Electric Welding Institute used it for joining parts
made from conventional steel. For welding armour plates
a more sophisticated method was required.
Tasked with solving this problem were NII-48 specialists
who collaborated with engineers from the Izhorsky

factory. By the summer of 1941, thanks to the introduction
of titanium iron and silicious iron-based fluxing agents,
it was now possible to produce consistently high-quality
welded joints for the manufacture of armour plates and
parts. At the same time, at the “Elektrik” factory, a special
welding apparatus was developed and adopted into
the manufacturing process. Prior to the evacuation of
the automated welding operations, the technology was used
to produce the T-50 tank. A technical process was developed
for rectilinear welding of parts for the KV tank, but it was
unable to be manufactured prior to the start of the war.

Before the start of the war,
automatic welding of
armour using a fluxing
agent was used in armour
production at factory
no. 183 in Kharkov.
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Take the assembled tracks from stage 93. Place
them next to the set you have just assembled,
alternating them as shown in the drawing. Secure
them with two DP screws.

096A
DP

096B

1

Take the 8 track link pieces (096A) and 8 track link
with guide horn pieces (096B) and lay them in a row,
alternating them as shown in the drawing. Join them
in pairs using a DP screw on both ends.

CODE

NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

096A

Track link

8

096B

Track link with guide horn

8

DP

1.5 x 5mm screw

32 + 5*

093A

096A

* includes spares
096A

093B
096A

096B

096B

DP

DP

DP

096B

DP

DP

2

096A

2

Do the same with the remaining
track pieces. Be sure to keep
alternating the track link (096A) and
track link with guide horn (096B) pieces.
Secure each pair of tracks in place with
the DP screws.

DP

096B

3

